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ABSTRACT

Federated learning (FL) is a machine learning paradigm that en-
ables a cluster of decentralized edge devices to collaboratively train
a shared machine learning model without exposing users’ raw
data. However, the intensive model training computation is energy-
demanding and poses severe challenges to end devices’ battery life.
In this paper, we present BoFL, a training pace controller deployed
on the edge devices that actuates the hardware operational fre-
quencies over multiple configurations to achieve energy-efficient
federated learning. BoFL operates in an explore-then-exploit manner
within limited rounds of FL tasks. BoFL explores the large hard-
ware frequency space strategically with a tailor-designed Bayesian
optimization algorithm. BoFL first finds a set of good operational
configurations within few task training rounds, and then exploits
these configurations in the remaining rounds to achieve minimized
energy consumption for model training. Experiments on multiple
real-world edge devices with different FL tasks suggest that BoFL
can reduce energy consumption of model training by around 26%,
and achieve near-optimal energy efficiency.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Federated learning (FL) is a privacy-preserving machine learning
architecture that performs collaborative model training with large
amount of resource-constrained edge devices (e.g., IoT devices,
smartphones, etc.) in a distributed way, while keeping all the raw
data locally on each device [9, 33, 71]. With FL, diverse privacy-
sensitive domains have been drastically improved by the advance-
ment of AI power. Such domains include cancer diagnosis [31, 42],
human action detection [19], surveillance video analytics [3, 24, 79],
and clinical decision support for COVID-19 [15]. Google also de-
ployed a large-scale federated learning system over millions of
real-world devices to improve their keyboard query suggestion
model [77].

In a typical FL system, as depicted in Figure 1, all the edge de-
vices are organized around a central server, which orchestrates the
distributed model training in a round-by-round manner. Within
each round, the central server first selects a group of participants
from the large client pool to train the model. All selected devices
will download a shared model from the server, and train it with
their private-owned data. The participants are required to compute
the gradient updates timely before a server-specified deadline, and
then upload their local gradients back to the server. The server will
aggregate the gradients from all the devices into a synchronized
update to the global model, and initiate a new round of training
accordingly.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3528535.3565244
https://doi.org/10.1145/3528535.3565244
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Figure 1: Standard Federated Learning Workflow. This figure is mod-

ified based on the FedScale paper [39].

Despite the success of FL across various domains, it poses critical
energy challenges to the edge devices, which are usually resource-
constrained with limited battery power. For each edge device, the
on-device model training involves intensive cooperation across
multiple hardware processing units, i.e. CPU, GPU, and memory
controller. This procedure is energy-consuming and usually burns
out the device’s battery in short time. Several works [36, 40, 68, 78]
propose to pursue better energy efficiency in FL, but most of them
approach this problem from the server’s perspective. For example,
AutoFL [36] reduces the overall energy consumption by selecting
a smaller group of participants in each round that are more likely
to complete the model training before deadline. Although such
design achieves global energy efficiency, it does not solve the energy
challenge for individual devices. SmartPC [40] proposes an energy-
aware training pace control solution based on CPU dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) for edge devices (e.g., slow down CPU
clock rate to achieve better energy efficiency). But this solution only
works for CPU devices, and cannot be extended to modern edge
devices that train neural networks jointly through GPU and CPU.
Meanwhile, SmartPC models a linear relation between the training
speed and CPU operational frequency. Such linear assumption
fails to generalize to modern edge devices with multi-axes DVFS
configurations, such as Nvidia Jetson AGX board [59], and the
actual relation between performance and hardware configurations
is highly-nonlinear (§2.2).

In this work, we present BoFL (Bayesian Optimized Federated
Learning), a system deployed on each FL client locally to achieve
energy-efficient training pace1 control over multi-axes of DVFS
configurations. As shown in Figure 2, model training performance,
i.e., training speed and energy efficiency, can be drastically affected
by different operational frequencies of CPU, GPU and memory
controller. A proper DVFS configuration may lead to 8× faster
training speed and 4× less energy consumption. However, the
‘configuration-to-performance’ correspondence is highly non-linear
and task-dependent (§2.2), thus, it is difficult to find and apply
good configurations directly. Different from works such as [40]
that builds explicit performance models on 1-D DVFS configura-
tions, BoFL treats the multi-dimensional performance metric on
1In this paper, training pace refers to the hardware processing speed, i.e, the operational
frequencies of CPU, GPU, and memory controller, when training neural networks.
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Figure 2: Complicated relation between hardware frequencies and

model training performance (i.e. energy efficiency v.s. speed).

multi-axes DVFS space as a blackbox function, and searches for
the Pareto set with blackbox optimization tools. BoFL operates in a
fully online manner within limited rounds of a FL task, and achieves
near-optimal energy efficiency.

BoFL highlights three challenges to find the Pareto optimal
configurations over multiple various-length training rounds and
achieves optimal energy efficiency, as follows.

(C1) How to search for the set of Pareto optimal configurations in
terms of energy efficiency and training speed efficiently in an
online manner?

(C2) How to balance the effort between exploring the Pareto front
and exploiting local optimal configurations within limited
number of task rounds?

(C3) How to embed the non-trivial exploration algorithms with
time-critical training tasks, while satisfying multifaceted sys-
tem constraint and requirements?

To tackle these challenges, we design BoFL to operate in an explore-
then-exploit manner. In the limited rounds of FL tasks, BoFL first
explores the DVFS configuration space with a few trials, and then
exploits the remaining rounds with the best configurations ob-
served. Specially, BoFL strategically explores the large configu-
ration space with multi-objective Bayesian optimization (MBO)
framework, which searches for a set of Pareto trade-offs in the
energy-latency 2-D performance space efficiently in just a few steps.
The obtained Pareto optimal configurations can be exploited in later
rounds adaptively with respect to the various deadlines (C1). To
balance exploration and exploitation, we categorize the multi-round
FL task into three phases: two short phases for exploration and
one long phase for exploitation. We use hypervolume improvement
indicator (§4) to determine the length of exploration phases, so that
BoFL can construct near-optimal Pareto front within few rounds of
exploration (C2). We run MBO calculation and the model training
separately to avoid introducing extra latency overhead to the time-
critical FL tasks. To cope with the uncertainty caused by exploring
the whole configuration space (for example, BoFL may explore a
straggler configuration and exacerbate the deadline challenge), we
design a safe exploration algorithm to make sure every training
deadline is being met (C3). Overall, this paper makes the following
contributions:

(1) We depict the complex relation between hardware operational
frequencies and Neural Network (NN) training performance
through a comprehensive measurements with multiple network
models over different devices (§2.2).
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(2) We develop a blackbox optimization framework for the energy-
aware training pace control problem, and propose a MBO based
solution which achieves near-optimal energy efficiency in an
online manner (§3).

(3) We tailor-design the MBO workflow to embed it into the time-
critical FL tasks (§4), and implement the BoFL solution which
achieves both smart exploration and efficient exploitation, de-
spite multifaceted system constraints (§5).

(4) We perform comprehensive experiments over multiple neural
networks and devices to evaluate BoFL’s effectiveness. Evalu-
ation results suggest that BoFL can reduce more than 20% of
energy consumption compared to a performant baseline. The
energy overhead of BoFL is as low as 1.2% - 3.4% compared to
an optimal oracle target (§6).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we present
backgrounds about federated learning and Bayesian optimization.
We also depict the complexity of NN training performance with
different hardware frequency settings to motivate our solution. In
§3, we present the BoFL system model and optimization framework.
We present BoFL system workflow and design details in §4. §5 and
§6 present the implementation and evaluations of BoFL system. We
survey related literature in §7. Finally, §8 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Energy Efficient Federated Learning

Federated learning is a machine learning paradigm that enables
collaborative model training from a large pool of edge devices
with locally stored data. While a lot of works have been proposed
to achieve fast model convergence [35, 41, 44, 52], protect client
data privacy [2, 5, 53], defend against malicious attacks [6–8], and
address source of data bias [26, 81], not many works have been
presented to improve the energy efficiency of federated learning
tasks.

SmartPC [40] and AutoFL [36] are two representative works that
aim to optimize the energy efficiency of federated learning clients.
They both adopt a two-level energy optimization solution, where
(1) the cloud server, from global level, strategically selects a small
group of devices with high energy efficiency, and assigns them a
well-designed training deadline2. (2) The selected devices, from
local level, adapt their training paces (e.g., CPU frequencies) to min-
imize energy consumption and finish all training workloads before
the assigned deadline. While this two-level solution can success-
fully reduce energy usage, SmartPC and AutoFL both oversimplify
the complexity of local pace control on edge devices. They model
the training speed as a linear dependent variable of CPU or GPU
frequency, which is not accurate for modern edge devices where the
clock rates of CPU, GPU and memory controller jointly influence
the training performance in a highly nonlinear way (§2.2).

In BoFL, we focus on an efficient and effective local training pace
control algorithm that jointly controls hardware frequencies over
multiple axes to achieve energy-efficient federated learning. BoFL is
deployed on each edge device locally, and can smartly find the best
DVFS configurations for this hardware within a few training rounds.
BoFL assumes a cloud server which assigns a training deadline for

2The training deadline is referred to as execution target in AutoFL [36].

each training round. Any deadline assignment algorithm, either
strategically designing round deadlines [36, 40, 68, 78] or using a
static timeout value 3, as shown in the vanilla system design [9],
can function well with BoFL.

2.2 Complicated correspondence between DVFS

Configurations and Training Performance

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technique has been
widely applied in modern computers for energy efficient purpose,
especially for resource constrained mobile or edge devices. For
example, Nvidia Jetson AGX, a newly released edge device for
AI workloads, has a large discrete DVFS configuration space, i.e.,
CPU (0.4-2.3GHz), GPU (0.1-1.4GHz) and memory controller (0.2-
2.7GHz), which leads to more than 2K unique combinations.

In federated learning applications, it is important to make good
choices in the large configuration space to achieve high-performance
model training. For example, a good frequency choice can increase
the training speed by 8×, and energy efficiency by 4×. However,
it is non-trivial to find the good configurations due to the compli-
cated correspondence between the configuration and the model
training performance. Specially, we observe that the correspon-
dence has three-fold complexities through a measurement ex-
periment, which trains three representative neural networks (e.g.
ViT, ResNet50 and LSTM) on two different devices (Nvidia Jetson
AGX and Jetson TX2), as follows.

(1) Non-linearity. As shown in Figure 3(a), when the CPU clock is
set to 0.4 GHz, the training speed of the ViT model sees a dimin-
ishing improvement after 1.0 GHz GPU frequency. This is because
the job does not benefit from faster GPU clocks, when the slow
CPU becomes the bottleneck. The energy consumption curve in
Figure 3(b) presents an even higher complexity that it is neither
linear nor monotonic. When the GPU frequency is low, i.e., 0.7 GHz,
ViT achieves better energy efficiency with 0.4 GHz CPU clock than
that of 2.2 GHz CPU setting. While the GPU is configured to high
frequencies, i.e., 1.4 GHz, a slow CPU saves no more energy and
slows down the training speed by half. In general, we observe that
the training performance is influenced by the hardware frequencies
in a non-linear way. Different configurations may have different
bottlenecks over multiple axes, which leads to a complicated corre-
spondence.

(2) NN-model dependence. As shown in Figure 4(a), the execution
latencies of the three neural networks show different patterns as the
CPU frequency increases. The training speeds of ViT and ResNet50
almost remain the same, while LSTM reduces its execution latency
by half when increasing CPU clock rate from 0.6 GHz to 1.7 GHz. For
energy consumption as shown in Figure 4(b), we can see ResNet50
exhibits a steadily increasing curve, while LSTM shows a consis-
tently decreasing curve. In general, we observe that the relation

3There are two types of deadline definitions in the FL literature: (1) a training deadline
before which the clients must finish the gradient calculation; and (2) a reporting
deadline before which the server must receive the model updates from clients, which
includes the model training delay and parameter uploading latency. In BoFL, we
assume the first deadline model. For servers that only specify a reporting deadline,
BoFL can be easily extended to work well with a network bandwidth measurement
module that can infer its training deadlines from the reporting deadlines.
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on Jetson AGX compared to Jetson TX2.

between DVFS configurations and the training performance is NN-
model dependent. Different network models may be influenced by
the hardware configurations differently.

(3) Hardware dependence. Figure 5 shows the normalized training
performance of the three models on Jetson AGX compared to that of
Jetson TX2 (unit performance as the red line shows). Both devices
are configured with maximum operational frequencies. As a newer
version with stronger hardware and updated architectures, the
AGX board can significantly reduce the training time as well as the
energy consumption, compared to TX2. However, the performance
improvement does not apply uniformly to all three models. E.g.,
ResNet50 reduces its training time by 70% onAGX, while LSTM only
achieves 20% execution latency reduction. The above measurements
suggest that the correspondence between hardware configurations
and the training performance is hardware dependent. E.g., it is non-
trivial to estimate the performance curve of AGX board based on
measurements from TX2.

In summary, the correspondence between DVFS configurations and
neural network training performance is complicated and hard to
be accurately modeled in an explicit way. This motivates us to
model this correspondence as a blackbox function and search for
the good configurations with Bayesian optimization. Our solution
can search for good configuration points efficiently, and can be
generally applied to any NN model on any hardware.

2.3 Multi-objective Bayesian Optimization for

Blackbox Optimization Problems

The search for desirable DVFS configurations can be formulated as
an optimization problem involving a multi-dimensional blackbox
performance metric function (see §3.1 for details). A popular and
sample-efficient solution for such optimization problem is multi-
objective Bayesian optimization (MBO). MBO is an optimization
framework that leverages a probabilistic surrogate model to solve
optimization problems involving multiple blackbox objectives. The
goal of MBO is to construct an approximated Pareto set (see §3.1)
for those conflicting objectives, within a limited budget of function
evaluations.

MBO sequentially selects new points to evaluate the blackbox
function based on the surrogate model, and updates the model to
incorporate new observations. To decide which point to evaluate
next, MBO employs an acquisition function that specifies the utility

of evaluating a new point based on the surrogate model’s predictive
distribution. A good choice of the acquisition function helps to
balance the trade-off between exploration of unknown regions and
exploitation of the current best-performing ones [20, 69].

MBO has been extensively studied in the literature [22, 82], and
has enjoyed substantial successes in many applications, including
environmental engineering [48], structural design [51] and high-
energy physics [65].

We design BoFL with MBO embedded as the core algorithm
for balancing exploration and exploitation in the Pareto search.
The MBO workflow in BoFL as well as the choice of acquisition
function is carefully designed to better fit the MBO module with
other ingredients in the federated learning task. More details and
reasoning of BoFL system design can be found in §4.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND

PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Problem formulation

Federated learning task: A federated learning task is initialized by
the server and trained with a pool of edge devices in a round-by-
round manner. At each round, the server selects a small group of
participants from the device pool and trains the machine learning
model for 𝐸 epochs4 of the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm
(SGD) with minibatch size of 𝐵 on the selected devices using their
private-owned data. The participants are required to finish the
gradient calculation before a server specified training deadline,
and then upload the model gradients back to the server where
the gradients get averaged into a shared model. The deadline is
calculated by the server as regards to the training data size and
computation capabilities of the selected participants in this round.
E.g., a training round using devices with stronger hardware or less
training data may be assigned a shorter deadline by the server. The
server usually forms different groups of devices for each round to
make sure the model is trained with heterogeneous data and thus
not biased, which leads to various deadlines for different rounds.

In BoFL, a federated learning task can be formally defined as
(𝐵, 𝐸,T, 𝑁 ) from the perspective of a local device, where (1) 𝐵 and
𝐸 represent the aforementioned global parameters, minibatch size
4The number of epochs is a hyperparameter that defines the number times that the
learning algorithm will work through the entire training dataset. In every FL round,
there are usually multiple epochs of of model training. Note that the epoch number 𝐸
is not the number of FL rounds.
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and training epoch number; (2) T is a list of training deadlines for
the rounds when this device is selected to participate; and (3) 𝑁
represents the number of minibatches of training data available
on this device. E.g., a client with 1k images, joining a federated
classifier training task of minibatch size 10, has 𝑁 = 1𝑘/10 = 100
in this case.

DVFS configuration space: Our goal is to find the optimal or near-
optimal device training pace for every round of the federated train-
ing that satisfies the corresponding training deadlines and mini-
mizes the total energy consumption. As mentioned in §2, the train-
ing pace can be controlled by configuring the operational frequen-
cies of the device’s CPU, GPU and memory controller. We thus
define the DVFS configuration space as X = F𝐶𝑃𝑈 × F𝐺𝑃𝑈 × F𝑀𝐶 ,
where the F( ·) s represent the discrete operational frequencies of
the three hardware units (CPU, GPU and memory controller), re-
spectively.

Energy optimization problem: For any given federated learning task
on a specific device, the training speed and energy efficiency can
be characterized as functions of the DVFS configurations. Formally,
we define the two metrics as follows:

• T (x) is the execution latency to compute one minibatch of
the training data under configuration x;

• E(x) is the energy consumed on oneminibatch of data when
trained with configuration x.

x ∈ X is a three-element tuple encoding the operational frequencies
of CPU, GPU and memory controller. In our system, we define the
processing of a minibatch of data as a job. E.g., for an FL task that
trains a ResNet50 model, a job refers to the process of feeding a
minibatch of data (images) into the ResNet50 model and generat-
ing the gradient updates. We can always apply a different DVFS
configuration for the next job, but no more than one configuration
in the same job. We further define𝑊 = 𝐸 ×𝑁 , which is the number
of jobs in any single training round. The optimization problem can,
thus, be formally presented as follows:

min
x𝑖,𝑗 ∈X

|T |∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑊∑︁
𝑗=1

E(x𝑖, 𝑗 )

s.t.
𝑊∑︁
𝑗=1

T (x𝑖, 𝑗 ) ≤ T𝑖 ∀ 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |T|

(1)

The variable x𝑖, 𝑗 is the DVFS configuration applied in the 𝑖-th
training round on the 𝑗-th job. The optimization goal of BoFL is to
minimize the overall energy consumption during the |T| rounds of
training by carefully selecting DVFS configurations for every job,
while satisfying the unique training deadline for each round.

3.2 Solution Sketch with MBO Searched Pareto

Set

While the whole configuration space is large, the optimizers of Eqn.
(1) can be chosen from a small Pareto set, defined as the set of
Pareto optimal points in X, in terms of the two metric functions, E
and T . More formally, letM(x) = (E(x),T (x)) be a two-objective
function defined on X, a point x1 ∈ X is Pareto dominated by
another point x2 ∈ X, iff E(x1) ≥ E(x2) and T (x1) ≥ T (x2),

… … …

Figure 6: BoFL Workflow

and either E(x1) > E(x2) or T (x1) > T (x2). We denote this
by M(x1) ≺ M(x2). A point is Pareto optimal if it is not Pareto
dominated by any other point. We use P ⊆ X to denote the set of
Pareto optimal points for function M. The images of the Pareto
optimal points P𝑓 := M(P) are called the Pareto front.

It is intuitive that the variable space in Eqn. (1) can be reduced
from X to P without affecting the solution: any DVFS configuration
outside the Pareto front could be replaced by its dominant point
in P to further minimize the energy objective without causing
extra delay. Once the Pareto set P is given, it is straightforward to
reformulate Eqn. (1) as an integer linear programming problem,
which can be solved efficiently.

However, searching for the Pareto set P is a challenging task since
the twometric E and T are blackbox functions that are expensive to
evaluate. Due to the computational cost for configuration evaluation
and the deadline requirement for training tasks, it is crucial to obtain
an approximated Pareto set within limited rounds. In BoFL, we use
multi-objective Bayesian optimization (MBO) as a sample-efficient
method to search for the Pareto optimal points with just a few trials,
and get near-optimal solution for Eqn. (1).

4 BOFL SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Overview

As shown in Figure 6, BoFL operates in three phases spanning all
the training rounds as follows:
(1) Safe random exploration samples and tries candidates from

the configuration space uniformly to collect the first group of
observations for MBO model initialization. It will continue for
one or a few rounds at the beginning of the FL task. We design
a safe exploration algorithm to make sure the training deadlines
are being satisfied, and the observed metrics (e.g., latency and
energy consumption) are being accurate.

(2) Pareto front construction tries on the candidates suggested
by MBO. This phase will continue for several rounds (e.g., 3 to
5 rounds) to search for the Pareto optimal configurations. The
MBO update is separated from the model training, using the
configuration and reporting time window as shown in figure 1,
to minimize system overhead generated by co-locating training
and MBO calculation at the same time. To accelerate Pareto
searching, the MBO algorithm will propose multiple candidates
(in batched form) to be explored for the next round.
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(3) Exploitation is a long phase, which usually takes more than
90% of the time in a FL task. In this phase, we solve Eqn. (1)
with the approximated Pareto optimal points constructed from
the second phase. The energy consumption is thus minimized
with the sweet spot configurations.

In the rest of this section, we present the design details of the three
operational phases in §4.2, §4.3 and §4.4, respectively.

4.2 Safe Random Exploration

The goal of the random exploration phase is to collect some starting
points, uniformly from the space, for the MBO model to estimate
the objective functions. As we sample the starting points randomly
over the whole space, it is inevitable to select some bad DVFS
configurations that introduce longer delays than we expect, which
exacerbates the challenge to meet every training deadline in this
phase. We design a safe exploration algorithm, as depicted in figure
7, to ensure the training deadlines met. We present the detailed
design decisions as follows.

Sample selection: We sample a small group (e.g., 1% of the whole
space) of starting points, uniformly distributed over X, using a
quasi-random number generator. This uniform exploration strategy
helps the Bayesian model avoid making wrong assumptions over
the sample space.

Instead of trying the starting points from the very beginning, we
manually choose xmax as the first DVFS configuration to be applied
in the FL task, where

xmax = (max(F𝐶𝑃𝑈 ),max(F𝐺𝑃𝑈 ),max(F𝑀𝐶 ))
refers to the DVFS configuration with the highest operational fre-
quencies on all three processing units (e.g., CPU, GPU and the
memory controller). xmax is a configuration with maximum pro-
cessing capability where the training can be quickly finished. After
T (xmax) is observed, xmax could be used as a guardian configura-
tion, so that we can always speed up our pace to xmax in the middle
of any exploration round to catch the training deadline before it is
too late.

Workload assignment: In each exploration round, we can try multi-
ple DVFS configurations through the𝑊 training jobs. It is important
to assign a balanced workload to each configuration. A transient
workload (e.g., trying the configuration for only one job) will lead

to the execution being finished before the hardware voltage gets
stable, and will generate large energy measurement error. Contrar-
ily, a heavy workload prolongs exploration phase, and squeezes the
exploitation phase.

In practice, we define 𝜏 as a reference measurement duration
(e.g., 5s). BoFL will keep assigning a new job to configuration x
until it has been explored for at least 𝜏 seconds. When the current
job finishes and the configuration has been measured for more than
𝜏 seconds, BoFL will switch to explore the next candidate point.

Deadline guardian strategy: As we randomly sample configurations
to explore in the first phase, we will inevitably meet some bad points
that delay our training progress, and exacerbate the challenge to
catch the training deadlines. In BoFL, we make sure the deadline
requirement never violated by using the known guardian configura-
tion xmax, as mentioned in §4.2. xmax is tested first so that T (xmax)
is known before any exploration point is tried. Before exploring an
unknown configuration x, we run a quick deadline guardian check
first to see if the remaining jobs could still be finished with xmax,
even if the 𝜏 seconds of exploration on x fails to finish any job. For-
mally, let𝑊remain and 𝑇remain represent the number of remaining
jobs and the remaining time before deadline when configuration x
is about to be explored, the deadline guardian check criterion could
be expressed as follows,

𝑇remain − 𝜏 ≥𝑊remain × T (xmax) (2)

Configuration x would be explored only if Eqn. (2) satisfies. In
case Eqn. (2) fails, configuration exploration will terminate in this
round, and all the remaining jobs will be executed under configura-
tion xmax. The random exploration phase will continue for several
rounds until all the uniformly sampled starting points are explored.

Last round exploitation: In the last round of the random exploration
phase, we may finish exploring all the starting points early, leav-
ing some jobs not executed. While we can play safe to apply xmax
on the remaining jobs, this method may consume more energy
than needed, as E(xmax) could be high. In BoFL, we apply an ex-
ploitation strategy to finish the last random exploration round with
observed configurations. We calculate the best profile of configu-
rations from the observed configurations to minimize energy con-
sumption, while satisfying the deadline requirement. More details
of the exploitation algorithm will be presented in §4.4.

4.3 Pareto Front Construction

The Pareto front construction phase is the main module that we
apply MBO algorithms to search for Pareto optimal configurations.
As shown in Figure 6, this phase continues for several rounds with
the following two components.
(1) A MBO module that runs between two consecutive training

rounds. It updates the function estimation with the observations
from the previous rounds, and provides a batch of suggested
configurations to explore for the next round.

(2) A FL task round in which the suggested configurations are
explored. It ensures to satisfy the corresponding deadline with
the safe exploration algorithm as presented in §4.2.

We present the reasoning and design decisions of the Pareto front
construction phase as follows.
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Separation of MBO computation and model training: The MBO cal-
culation involved in Pareto searching is nontrivial, and usually
takes several seconds to complete. Running the MBO module and
training the learning task simultaneously can result in unexpected
running-time overhead, and increase the risk of missing deadline.
Alternatively, in BoFL, the MBO module is executed only during
the configuration and reporting time window as shown in Figure 1,
while the module will idle during the training time. Such separation
will effectively minimize the running-time influence of the MBO
module on the training task.

MBO prior function: Without the loss of generality, in this project,
two objective functions T and E are modeled by two independent
Gaussian processes [64], each of which has a prior distribution with
mean function𝑚(x) = 0 and kernel function 𝑘 (x, x′) = 𝐶5/2 (∥x −
x′∥2). Here 𝐶5/2 (∥x − x′∥2) is the widely-used Matérn-5/2 kernel
function [64] that can capture a large variety of function properties.

Pareto front approximation with hypervolume improvement: Recall
that the goal of our MBO algorithm is to identify a finite approx-
imated Pareto front. To measure the quality of an approximated
Pareto front, hypervolume indicator (HV) is the most commonly
used metric in MBO. It quantifies the hypervolume of the region
in the performance space that is dominated by the approximated
Pareto front and bounded from below by a reference point. Mathe-
matically, given an approximated Pareto front

P′ = {p𝑖 = M(x𝑖 ) : x𝑖 ∈ X, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛} (3)

and a reference point r ∈ R2, the hypervolume indicator HV(P′, r)
is defined as

HV(P′, r) =
∫
R2
1H(P′,r) (z)𝑑z, (4)

where H(P′, r) := ∪𝑛
𝑖=𝑖

{z ∈ R2 : r ⪯ z ⪯ p𝑖 } is the region
dominated by P′ and bounded from above by r. The higher the
HV(P′, r) is, the better the P′ approximates the true Pareto front
P. The reference point can be selected as the combination of the
worst performances, for T and E, we observed in phase 1, i.e.,
r = (max(E(x)),max(T (x′))),∀x, x′ ∈ X̂, where X̂ is the set of
starting points explored in the random exploration phase.

To determine how much the hypervolume would increase if a
set of new points Q = {q𝑗 = M(x′

𝑗
) : x′

𝑗
∈ X, 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑚} is

added to the current Pareto front approximation P′, we define the
hypervolume improvement (HVI) of Q with respect to P′ as

HVI(Q; P′, r) = HV(Q ∪ P′, r) − HV(P′, r). (5)

EHVI acquisition function: In general, the performancemetricM(x)
at any unobserved point x ∈ X is unknown in the blackbox opti-
mization. However, the surrogate model in the Bayesian framework
provides a posterior distribution P(M(x) |D) for any unobserved
point x ∈ X, where D is the set of all historical observations. This
allows one to define and compute the expected hypervolume im-
provement (EHVI) acquisition function, conditioned on historical
observationsD, current approximated Pareto front P′, and reference
point r:

𝛼EHVI (x|D, P′, r) = EM(x)∼P( · |D) [HVI({M(x)}; P′, r)] . (6)

The algorithmwill select the point with maximal EHVI to explore in
the next iteration. In practice, the 2-D EHVI value can be computed
efficiently calculated in O(|D| log( |D|)) time complexity [76].

Batch Selection Strategy: The classical formulation of EHVI (Eqn. 6)
proposes only a single point to evaluate. However, practically, the
time scale of each round in the Pareto front construction phase in
BoFL allows the system to explore multiple configurations within
one round. Therefore, the MBO algorithm is required to propose a
batch of configurations to evaluate in the next round.

Note that the definition of EHVI can be extended to a batch
setting, by simply replacing the input point x by a batch of points,
and the expectation is taken over the posterior distribution on the
entire batch. However, finding the optimal batch based on such
acquisition function will suffer from the high computational cost,
especially when the batch size is large [14].

In BoFL, inspired by [14, 21], we adopt a batch selection strategy
to select 𝐾 points for the next batch in a sequential greedy fashion
with the following three steps:
(1) Choose the next point x to be explored based on the acquisition

function (Eqn. 6);
(2) Fantasize the observation on x from our surrogate model, i.e.

M̂(x) = E[M(x) |D], and update posterior estimation accord-
ingly;

(3) Repeat step (1) and (2) until 𝐾 configurations are selected.
Our sequential greedy batching strategy can be easily implemented
and scales well for large batch sizes.

MBO batching size selection: In every run of the MBO model, we
generate a batch of 𝐾 = 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔/𝜏 suggestions, which roughly esti-
mates the average number of explorations in each round. 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 here
refers to the average FL round duration that we have observed in
the safe random exploration phase. In practice, we can also set an
upper threshold for the MBO batch size (e.g., 10 points) to avoid the
MBO calculation running too long, and affecting the proceeding
training rounds.

MBO stopping condition: The Pareto construction phase will con-
tinue until the following stopping condition is satisfied: when at
least a certain number of configurations (e.g. 3% of the whole space)
are explored and the EHVI value increase is less than a threshold
(e.g., 1%). This stopping criterion ensures that the MBO module
has explored enough configurations before stopping and does not
struggle too much for small improvements.

Training round execution details: After the MBO module generates
a batch of 𝐾 suggestion points, they will be explored in the proceed-
ing training round. As each round has its unique deadline which is
unknown beforehand, BoFL may not have enough time to explore
all the 𝐾 configurations when the deadline length is short. Mean-
while, it is also possible that there are jobs remained after the 𝐾
configurations are all explored.

In the Pareto front construction phase, we still follow the safe
exploration algorithm (Figure 7) to explore the Bayesian suggestion
points. With deadline guardian checking, we can drop extra sug-
gestions to make sure the deadlines are caught. In case there are
remaining jobs, we exploit the best profile of configurations we
have observed to minimize energy consumption (§4.4).
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Jetson AGX Jetson TX2

CPU 8-core ARM v8.2 2-core Nvidia Denver2 +
4-core ARM Cortex-A57

Frequencies 0.42GHz→ 2.26GHz

(25 steps)

0.34GHz → 2.03GHz

(12 Steps)

GPU 512-core Volta GPU 256-core Pascal GPU

Frequencies 0.11GHz→ 1.38GHz

(14 steps)

0.11GHz → 1.30GHz

(13 steps)

Memory 32GB 256-bit LPDDR4x 8GB 128-bit LPDDR4

Frequencies 0.20GHz→ 2.13GHz

(6 steps)

0.41GHz → 1.87GHz

(6 steps)

Table 1: BoFL Testbed Hardware Specifications

4.4 Exploitation

After the Pareto construction phase, we have explored sufficiently
many DVFS configurations, from which an approximated Pareto set
P
′
can be selected. In the exploitation phase, we use P

′
as a surrogate

of the actual Pareto set P to solve the energy minimization problem
in Eqn. (1).

Although we reduced the input space from X to P
′
, the optimiza-

tion problem of Eqn. (1) is still nontrivial to solve. In general, the
Pareto front curve, induced by P

′
, is not convex, and consequently,

the minimizers of Eqn. (1) could be a combination of multiple con-
figurations. In BoFL, we solve the Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
problem with branch-and-bound algorithm [54], which estimates
the lower and upper bounds of the search space regions efficiently,
and is widely applied in many discrete optimization problems.

As mentioned in §4.2 and §4.3, the exploitation algorithm is
also applied in the exploration phase when the candidates are fully
explored, but the jobs are not finished. In such cases, we build Pareto
front based on existing observations, and solve the minimizers on
the remaining jobs before the training deadline.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Hardware Testbed

We implement BoFL on two devices, Nvidia Jetson AGX [59] and
Nvidia Jetson TX2 [58]. BoFL controls the CPU, GPU and mem-
ory controller frequencies on these testbeds whose specifications
are shown in Table 1. E.g., The CPU of Jetson AGX has a clock
frequency range of 25 discrete steps from 0.42GHz to 2.26GHz,
and the GPU of Jetson TX2 has 13-stepped operational frequencies
ranging from 0.11GHz to 1.30GHz. Overall, the DVFS configuration
spaces of Jetson AGX and Jetson TX2 have 2100 and 936 unique
configurations, respectively.

5.2 Software Implementation

Figure 8 depicts an overview of BoFL’s software implementation.
We implement BoFL with Python in around 2K lines of code. It has
five main modules as follows.

FL task executor 1 : The FL task executor takes a deep learning
model (e.g., ResNet50) and executes the training loops with its local
data. It follows the training parameters, e.g., minibatch size and
number of epochs, specified by each FL task. We implement this

FL Task Executor

DVFS 
Controller

Optimization   
Solver

MBO Engine

Observed 
Performance 

Data

Performance 
Observer

BoFL
Next-step 

suggestions

Optimal 
configurations

Control DVFS 
configurations

Observe

Exploration 
Path 

Exploitation 
Path

Figure 8: BoFL’s Implementation on Clients

module based on Pytorch-1.10 [60], and it could be easily gener-
alized to other machine learning platforms, such as Tensorflow
[1]and MXNet [11].

Performance observer 2 : We implement the performance observer
to read the execution latency T (x) and energy consumption E(x)
when any DVFS configuration x is applied. We use CUDA event
recording APIs5 to accurately measure the execution latency. We
read the energy consumption with the built-in INA3221 power
sensor [29], which can be easily accessed through the sysfs in
Linux kernel.

DVFS controller 3 : TheDVFS controller implements themainwork-
flow in §4 and directly actuates the hardware frequencies. During
exploration, it takes the Bayesian suggestions as the next-step ex-
ploration configurations. During exploitation, it actuates the opera-
tional frequencies according to the optimization results (solution for
the ILP as shown in Eqn. 1). We modify the hardware frequencies
by directly writing into the corresponding sysfs kernel files6.

Optimization solver 4 : The optimization solver solves the ILP prob-
lem, Eqn.(1), with observed Pareto optimal configurations. We build
this module with Gurobi optimization engine [25], which imple-
ments the branch-and-bound algorithm and solves Eqn. (1) effi-
ciently, i.e., within 20ms.

MBO engine 5 : Our MBO engine is built on top of Trieste [67]
which is a Bayesian optimization library implemented in Python.
Trieste implements the standard BO priors, as well as a wide range
of acquisition functions and batching rules, including the EHVI
function and sequential greedy rule adopted by BoFL, as discussed
in §4. The MBO engine is triggered before each training round in
the Pareto construction phase to update the posterior estimation
of T (·) and E(·), and generates the next-step suggestions for the
DVFS controller, 3 , to achieve efficient exploration.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Methodology

Datasets & Neural Network Models. We evaluate BoFL with three
different federated learning tasks spanning both computer vision
(CV) and natural language processing (NLP) applications. The three
tasks cover three major types of neural network models, i.e., CNN,
RNN and Transformer, as follows:
5torch.cuda.Event() and torch.cuda.synchronize().
6e.g., writing into "/sys/devices/*/devfreq/*/min(max)_freq" to modify the cor-
responding GPU frequencies.
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Figure 9: Energy consumption for the first 40 rounds of FL training on AGX testbed with T𝑚𝑎𝑥 /T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2
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Figure 10: Energy consumption for the first 40 rounds of FL training on AGX testbed with T𝑚𝑎𝑥 /T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4

(1) CIFAR10-ViT trains Vision-Transformer model [17] (ViT) for
image classification on the CIFAR10 dataset [38]. The CIFAR10
dataset contains 32𝑝 × 32𝑝 color images of 10 different classes.
This dataset is widely applied in image classification tasks for
its lightweight.

(2) ImageNet-ResNet50 trains ResNet50 model [27] on ImageNet
dataset [16] for image classification. Compared to CIFAR10, Im-
ageNet contains image data of more diverse classes and higher
resolutions. When training with ImageNet, the images are usu-
ally cropped to 224𝑝 ×224𝑝 for normalized and convenient data
loading.

(3) IMDB-LSTM trains LSTM-RNN model [28] for text semantic
analysis with IMDB movie review dataset [47]. This dataset
contains more than 50𝐾 movie reviews with ground truth bi-
nary semantic labels, i.e., positive or negative. It is a widely
used dataset for NLP model training.

CIFAR10-ViT ImageNet-ResNet50 IMDB-LSTM

𝐵 32 8 8
𝐸 5 2 4

𝑁
AGX 40 90 40
TX2 15 30 20

|T | 100

T𝑚𝑖𝑛
AGX 37.2s 46.9s 46.1s
TX2 36.0s 49.2s 55.6s

T𝑚𝑎𝑥 / T𝑚𝑖𝑛 {2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0}
Table 2: Federated Learning Task Specifications

Experiment Setup & FL Task Specifications. To evaluate the per-
formance of BoFL, we train the above three FL tasks on the two

testbeds, i.e., Jetson AGX and Jetson TX2, each for 100 rounds. Ta-
ble 2 presents the detailed specifications of the three FL tasks. For
each task, we first specify its global parameters 𝐵 and 𝐸, repre-
senting the minibatch size and number of training epochs in each
round. We then load part of the datasets into the two devices as
their private training data. As mentioned in §3, 𝑁 refers to the
number of minibatches. For example, we load 40 batches of data,
each containing 32 images into the AGX device for task CIFAR10-
ViT. Finally, We sample 100 deadlines uniformly from the range
[T𝑚𝑖𝑛, T𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]. T𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the execution latency to finish one round of
training when the device is configured with maximum operational
frequencies, e.g., T𝑚𝑖𝑛 = T (x𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) ×𝑊 . The T𝑚𝑖𝑛 values in Table
2 are experiment measurements on the two testbeds when x𝑚𝑎𝑥

is applied. A FL task can be finished on a device in time only if
the assigned deadline is no less than T𝑚𝑖𝑛 . T𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the deadline
sampling upper bound. To evaluate the performance sensitivity of
BoFL with different range of deadlines, we select a wide spectrum
of T𝑚𝑎𝑥 ranging from 2.0 × T𝑚𝑖𝑛 to 4 × T𝑚𝑖𝑛 .

Comparison Targets. To evaluate the effectiveness of BoFL, we
compare it with two other designs as follows:
(1) Performant. The Performant design is the default DVFS

configuration for real-time tasks. It turns all the hardware units
into maximum operational frequencies, i.e., x𝑚𝑎𝑥 , to maintain
stable performance, and make sure the deadlines will not miss.
We compare BoFL with the Performant design to show that
our algorithm can significantly reduce the energy consumption.

(2) Oracle. In the Oracle design, we profile T and E over the
whole configuration space offline, and only run exploitation
over the FL training rounds to achieve optimal energy usage.
Note that Oracle can not be achieved in practice as it requires
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Figure 11: A comparison between BoFL searched Pareto fronts and the actual Pareto fronts on AGX testbed.

long-lasting offline profiling. We compare BoFL with the Ora-
cle design to show that we achieve near-optimal energy effi-
ciency with little regret.

6.2 BoFL Energy Efficiency

We evaluate the energy efficiency of BoFL as shown in Figure 9
and 10. We plot the energy consumption of BoFL, as well as the
two baselines, for the first 40 training rounds. The deadlines for
each round are presented together with the energy usage. We also
highlight the three algorithm phases of BoFL to better illustrate
the exploration and exploitation trade off in our solution.

Figure 9a depicts our experiment results for CIFAR10-ViT task
measured on the AGX testbed. As the figure shows, BoFL can re-
duce the overall energy consumption substantially comparing to
the Performant baseline, and achieves pretty close energy usage
comparing to the Oracle target in the exploitation phase. BoFL
takes the first 10 training rounds (phase 1 & 2) to explore the con-
figuration space, and runs exploitation in all the remaining rounds.
BoFL outperforms Performant consistently over the whole train-
ing process, except one round in phase 1 when BoFL inevitably
meet some bad configurations during random exploration. Com-
paring to the Oracle design, it is clear that the two energy curves,
of BoFL and Oracle, almost coincide in the exploitation phase.
The major energy overhead comes from phase 1 and 2 when BoFL
focuses on the exploration but not energy optimization. Note that
in practice, a FL model may take 500 ∼ 10000 rounds to converge
[33]. An exploration phase of around 10 rounds generates negligible
overhead comparing to that of the dominantly long exploitation
phase.

Overall, BoFL reduces energy consumption by 22.3% compared
with Performant and generates 3.48% energy overhead compared
to Oracle for the experiment as shown in Figure 9a. Similar re-
sults can be observed from all remaining plots in Figures 9 and 10.
Comparing Figure 9 and Figure 10, it is clear the longer deadlines
reduce the spikes in the energy curves, as it provides more space to
pace down for energy optimization. We will present more results to
showcase how deadline length influences the performance of BoFL
in §6.4.

6.3 BoFL Pareto Construction

In Figure 11, we present the Pareto front constructed by BoFL (as
shown in blue squares), as well as the actual Pareto front derived
from offline profiling (as shown in red stars). It is clear that BoFL

CIFAR10-ViT ImageNet-ResNet50 IMDB-LSTM

Round # Exp # Pareto # Exp # Pareto # Exp # Pareto

1 9 1 17 2 16 1

2 2 0 4 0 5 0

3 8 1 10 2 5 0

4 2 0 10 0 10 3

5 10 1 10 5 10 4

6 6 4 7 2 10 3

7 10 2 10 2 10 3

8 7 2

9 8 6

10 8 3

Total 70 20 68 13 66 14

Table 3: The number of Explorations and searched Pareto points

for each round in the first two phases. Red numbers are for the

safe random exploration phase. Blue numbers are for the Pareto

construction phase. E.g., In the first round of CIFAR10-ViT task,BoFL

is in the random safe exploration phase. It explores 9 configurations
with one of them being in the ultimate Pareto front.

can successfully find a close approximation to the actual Pareto
front over all three tasks. We further plot all remaining BoFL explo-
rations in blue circles, and the unexplored configurations in gray
dots. As the figure shows, BoFL makes most of its explorations
around the Pareto front while seldom trials in the less performant
area, because our solution can smartly search the configuration
space with Bayesian optimized suggestions and skip a lot of sub-
optimal points. Note that we only plot a small part of the whole
configuration space around the Pareto front for presentation clar-
ity. There are much more sub-optimal and unexplored points than
those as shown in Figure 11. In our experiments, the Pareto front
can be efficiently constructed after exploring just 3% of the whole
configuration space.

We further present a walkthrough example of how BoFL ex-
plores the space and searches for the Pareto optimal configurations,
as shown in Table 3. For the CIFAR10-ViT task, BoFL first randomly
searches the whole configuration space for 4 rounds and explores 21
different configurations. After that, BoFL switches into the Pareto
construction phase and starts taking exploration suggestions from
the MBO module. The second phase continues for 6 rounds and ex-
plores 49 points before the ending criteria (§4.3) is satisfied. During
the whole exploration process, 70 configurations are explored, in
which 20 of them constitute the Pareto front, i.e., the blue squares
as shown in Figure 11a. It can be easily observed that most of Pareto
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Figure 12: BoFL’s effectiveness with different deadline length.

front points, i.e., 18 out of 20, are searched in the second phase,
because the Bayesian optimization algorithm focuses on exploring
more promising regions and can search for Pareto front more effi-
ciently compared to random sampling. Similar patterns can also be
observed in the other two tasks, as shown in Table 3.

6.4 Sensitivity to Deadline Length

We evaluate how deadline length influences BoFL’s effectiveness as
follows. We run 6 set of experiments with different ranges of dead-
line length, i.e., T𝑚𝑎𝑥 / T𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∈ [2, 4], as shown in Table 2, measuring
the following two metrics to evaluate BoFL’s performance:

(1) Improvement compared to Performant: A metric repre-
sents how much energy can be reduced by BoFL compared to
Performant, i.e., 1 − BoFL energy usgae

Performant energy usgae .
(2) Regret compared to Oracle. A metric represents how much

energy overhead is generated by BoFL compared to Oracle,
i.e., BoFL energy usgae

Oracle energy usgae − 1.

The evaluation results are presented in Figure 12. As the figure
shows, BoFL’s improvement compared to Performant steadily
increases as the FL tasks are assigned with longer deadlines. As the
deadlines are getting longer, BoFL has larger optimization space
for pace control, it can train the model slower to benefit from
less energy consumption, which explains the increasing curve. As
the deadlines are getting longer, BoFL’s strategy will gradually
converge to choosing the most energy-efficient configuration, i.e.,
the bottom point in the Pareto front as shown in figure 11, which
makes the overall energy consumption stable. Overall, BoFL can
reduce energy consumption by 20.3% ∼ 25.9% compared to the
Performant baseline.

As the deadline increases, BoFL’s regret compared to Oracle
steadily decreases. When the deadlines are short, BoFL tends to
spend more time in on exploration, which generates more energy
regret. As shown in Figure 9a and Figure 10a for CIFAR10-ViT task,
BoFL explores 10 rounds before exploitation when T𝑚𝑎𝑥

T𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 2, while

only explores 6 rounds when T𝑚𝑎𝑥

T𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 4. The reason under the hood

is that longer deadlines allow BoFL to explore more configurations
in a single round, which leads to a well constructed Pareto within
fewer rounds. Overall, BoFL generates energy consumption regret
by 1.2% ∼ 3.4% compared to the Oracle target.
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Figure 13: Overhead of the MBO module

6.5 MBO Module Overhead

In BoFL, we use MBO to smartly generate the next-step exploration
points. However, calculating these suggestions does not come for
free. In the rest of this section, we evaluate the overhead of the MBO
module in terms of two metrics: (1) MBO calculation latency, and
(2) MBO energy consumption. We present the evaluation results in
Figure 13.

As shown in figure 13a, the MBOmodule may take 6 ∼ 9 seconds
to update its estimation and generate next-step suggestions. Note
that the MBO calculation happens outside the time critical model
training and introduces zero overhead to the FL workloads. In
practice, the Bayesian optimization calculation can be co-located
when the client is sending or receiving models from the server,
which usually takes 10 ∼ 20 of seconds7, and is long enough for
the MBO calculation. For weak devices that takes longer time to
update their Bayesian models, we can always speed up the MBO
calculation by reducing its suggestion batch size.

As Figure 13a depicts, one round of MBO calculation usually
consumes 50 ∼ 70 Joule energy, which is much smaller than that
of model training, which usually takes 600 ∼ 1200 Joule, as shown
in Figures 9 and 10. As MBO only happens a few times during the
Pareto construction phase, the overall energy overhead generated
by MBO is as small as 0.4% ∼ 0.7%, as presented in Figure 13b.

7 RELATEDWORK

Federated learning. Federated learning brings collaborative intel-
ligence into multiple domains, including health care [12, 61, 75],
smart transportation [45, 66], localization service [13, 80], recom-
mendation system [18, 63] and beyond. Significant work has been
proposed to improve the performance of FL inmultiple perspectives,
which contains but is not limited to model optimization [43, 52, 74],
privacy preserving[5, 57], and model personalization [49, 73]. In
this paper, we present BoFL to improve FL from an energy efficient
perspective.

Dynamic voltage frequency scaling. Dynamic voltage frequency scal-
ing (DVFS) is a widely applied technique for managing power and
performance of processors, such as CPU and GPU. A large amount
of research has been shown to achieve better energy efficiency with
the benefit of DVFS [23, 30, 55, 56, 70]. In this paper, we design a

7E.g., sending and receiving ResNet50 model may take 51.2𝑀𝑏/5𝑀𝑏𝑝𝑠 = 10.2𝑠 for
model transmission under 4G LTE network.
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model training pace controller based on multi-axes DVFS to min-
imize the energy consumption of edge devices during federated
learning tasks.

Bayesian optimization and its applications. Bayesian optimization
(BO) is a sample-efficient optimization framework for many black-
box functions that are expensive to evaluate. BO has been applied
across multiple fields, i.e., A/B Testing [10, 37], robotics motion
planing [46, 50], drug discovery [62], cherry picking cloud configu-
rations [4], and more recently as an important ingredient for neural
architecture search [32, 34, 72], which automates the process of
neural network design. CherryPick [4] is the first work applying
BO on system configuration selection for cloud clusters. It applies
single-object BO to minimize the overall operational cost. In this
work, we apply BO to efficiently search the vast DVFS design space
for energy-aware federated learning. Compared to CherryPick, our
problem is more challenging due to the multi-dimensional opti-
mization targets, i.e., a joint minimization of latency and energy
consumption.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present BoFL, a local training pace controller for
edge devices to achieve energy efficient federated learning. Ex-
periments on multiple edge devices over multiple neural network
models show that BoFL can reduce energy consumption of model
training by more than 20% compared to the Performant base-
line, and achieve close to optimal energy efficient compared to the
Oracle target with as low as 1.2% - 3.4% energy regret.
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